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:: CATALOGUE:: CONTAINER UNITS AND BOOKSHELVES :: FLAT 255/256

FLAT 255/256
PIERO LISSONI
CASSINA I CONTEMPORANEI

Container units in oak or lacquered with aluminium legs, to be used side by side.
The container units are all 90 cm. wide and can be:
- in oak stained dark
- gloss lacquered in the colours: white, grey, brown, red
- mat lacquered in the colours: white or black.

The container units are equipped with:
- two drawers
- one big drawer
- one big drawer with a tray for bottles.

The tops of the container units can be in:
- oak stained dark
- sand-blasted and white painted glass
- white Carrara marble

The length of the tops are for two or three modules placed side by side (180 cm. or 270 cm. respectively).
The legs are available in two colours: polished or natural anodised and can be used for two or three elements placed
side by side.
The internal parts of the drawers are in wood stained black.
The small handles are in natural anodised aluminium.
Container units in oak or lacquered to be placed side by side or stacked.
The container units are all 90 cm. wide and can be:
- in oak stained dark
- gloss lacquered in the colours: white, grey, brown, red
- mat lacquered in the colours: white or black.

The container units are equipped with:
- two doors
- three drawers
- one drawer and one big drawer
- one drawer, one big drawer and a tray for bottles

The tops of the container units can be in:
- oak stained dark
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- sand-blasted and white painted glass
- white Carrara marble

The length of the tops are for one, two or three modules placed side by side (90 cm., 180 cm. or 270 cm. respectively).
The internal parts of the drawers are in wood stained black.
The small handles are in natural anodised aluminium.
In the case of two stacked container units, the adjuster and only one top have to be ordered.

:: TECHNICAL DESIGN
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